OBJECT: Flip all 5 lids over and into the slot before the timer stops.

Can You Flip the Lids Before Time Runs Out?

1. Apply labels where shown. Then fit Dr. Wack-O onto his laboratory peg.

2. Place the 5 lids label-side-up into the 5 recessed circles in the round platform.

3. Start the timer by moving the mouse counterclockwise as far as it will go. The platform will start turning.

4. As lids pass in front of Dr. Wack-O, press the button to flip the lids label-side-down.

5. As the flipped-over lids pass in front of the hammer, whack them to flip them into the slot.

6. Whack out all the flipped lids before the timer stops—or Dr. Wack-O will flip right out of his lab!